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Annis Convicted 
With Three Others 
Professor LeRoy Annis and three other men arrested in a bust 
on the Puyallup Indian reservation last fall, were found guilty on all 
counts by a Superior Court jury Wednesday evening. 
The jury, after deliberating over 3 hours, found Annis guilty of 
remaining at the scene of an illegal gathering. Brock Sutherland, Robert 
Burrell, and Leon Johnson were found guilty of unlawful assembly in 
addtion to the charge of remaining at the scene of the assembly. 
At the alleged illegal assembly Sutherland and Burrell were 
making a documentary film on the fishing rights controversy and 
Johnson was checking on a boat he loaned to the Indian fishermen. 
Annis was present as an observer for the American Civil 
Liberties Union. 
Sentencing will be Friday morning in the Pierce County 
Superior Court of Judge Rohert Jacqu's. 
Aid Program 
Aired At Council 
been admitted to the University 
and have verified their need for 
financial aid; and enroll students 
with high scholarly abilities and 
those with particular talents and 
skills." 
Roughly the procedure for the 
granting of aid goes as follows: All 
"Parents Confidential 
Statements" are sent to the 
College Scholarship Service, a 
national organization that 
determines the maximum amount 
of assistance that the University 
may grant. 
(Continued on Page Six)  
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Bob Ford is spending a lot of time these days in the Back a Brother office in SC212. 
By GREG BREWIS 
The University Council met on 
Wednesday, January 27 to receive 
a rPport on the UPS financial aid 
program. Financial Aid Director 
Lewis Dibble presented the report 
with assistance from 
Vice-President Richard Dale 
Smith and Athletic Director Doug 
McArthur. 
The team reported, "The 
purpose of the Financial Aid 
Program at the University of 
Puget Sound is to grant monetary 
assistance to students who have 
CHANCE Gathers Momentum 
Tigar To Come 
For Sure This Time 
By WES JORDAN 
Mike Tigar, nationally 
renowned lawyer, will speak on 
the UPS campus Tuesday, 
February 9 at 8:00 pm in the SUB 
lounge. Tigar plans to speak on 
"Dissent in the Courts," and will 
answer whatever questions he can 
concerning his recent court 
battles. 
Tigar is a native of Los Angeles 
where he attended school before 
going to the University of 
California at Berkeley where he 
graduated at the top of his class 
from the law school. During his 
last years of school and for several 
years after Tigar wrote and 
published articles concerning 
Constitutional Rights of 
Defendants and other legal issues 
of the day. These papers were 
considered to be brilliant by many 
of his fellow members of the Bar 
Association and were widely read 
in legal circles. 
Mike Tigar then moved into 
the courtroom to help defendants 
he felt were being tried for 
political reasons, most notably the 
trial here in Tacoma of the 
"Seattle Seven" and currently the 
trial of Angela Davis. In both 
cases Tigar's legal knowledge and 
By JOAN LYNOTT 
"Back a Brother" is getting 
bigger and bigger. 
One of the most exciting--and 
perhaps most meaningful-events 
that UPS has seen in a long time is 
about to make its formal debut. 
It's been put together by a lot of 
people who have put in a lot of 
time. And now it needs a lot of 
support. 
"CHANCE to Back A Brother" 
is a campaign to raise scholarship 
money for students from 
low-income families in the Greater 
Tacoma Area. Only in this 
campaign there's a new twist. 
Instead of asking a wealthy few 
for across-the-board donations, 
"Back A Brother" has scheduled a 
series of art, lecture, and 
entertainment activities to give  
contributors some tangible return 
for their generosity. 
"Back A Brother" hopes to 
increase community involvement 
that way, and even more 
importantly, to create an 
awareness of our responsibility in 
educating the less financially 
fortunate and a commitment to 
do something about it. 
One of the major goals of 
"Back A Brother" is involving the 
whole university community in a 
project that really can make a 
difference. 
Students are asked to show 
their support in several very 
important ways -by buying a 
"CHANCE to Back A Brother" 
button, by donating at least $1 
during registration to the fund, 
and by working at least one hour 
on some project connected with  
the campaign. Of course, many of 
the month's events are geared 
especially to students, too. 
And so it is with the faculty, 
the staff, and the administration. 
The beauty of this campaign is 
that everyone on campus has an 
important part to play in the 
success of "Back A Brother". If 
everybody pitches in, this drive 
will be a success not only in terms 
of dollars. It will be a success in 
terms of a "together 
commitment" on the part of the 
University of Puget Sound-the 
whole. 
"Back A Brother" has put 
together a schedule of events for 
the month of February that 
should strike the fancy of nearly 
everyone at least once. 
The big kick-off activity 
takes place Sunday, Feb. 7, at 
7 pm in the SUB student 
lounge. Regester and Todd 
Halls and the new dorm will 
present Mary Ellen Hillaire in 
an "awareness session" on 
the need for programs like 
"Back A Brother". 
Miss Hillaire was borne 
into a poverty-stricken 
family, cycled through the 
hurt and hate that so 
characterizes that kind of 
life. But she lived through it, 
leaned from it, and has some 
phenomonal insights as a 
result. 
Assistant Dean of Students 
Kathy Kegel, who organized 
the program because she felt 
there needed to be awareness 
of the poverty problem 
before students could really 
get behind a program like 
"Back A Brother", said 
simply, "Everyone should 
expose themselves to Mary 
Ellen Hillaire's story. Her 
face and her manner tell 
everything." 
The rest of the "Back A 
Brother" schedule has been 
firmed up and it looks like this: 
Monday, Feb. 8-BASKET-
BALL GAME, UPS vs. 
(Continued on Page Four) 
Director of Financial Aid Lew Dibble 
MIKE TIGAR 
prowess have shown him to be 
one of the top defense counsels in 
the country. 
His courtside manner proves 
his excellence as an attorney who 
is able to work both with the 
defendants and the judicial 
system. 
Besides working in the 
courtroom, Tigar teaches at the 
law school at UCLA. 
Everyone is invited to hear 
Tigar in the SUB student lounge 
on Tuesday at 8:00 pm. There is 
no admission charge. 
The "CHANCE to Back A Brother" scholarship drive at the 
University of Puget Sound will provide low-income students 
from the Tacoma Area an opportunity to attend the 
University. 
WIDENING THE WAR 
TO BRING PEACE 
By DAN CLEMENTS 
The US is setting all sorts of war records in 
Indo-China: first comes the grandaddy of them all, 
Viet Nam: the longest war in US history. Nest 
comes Camobdia, and the president's breaking a 
congressional law: no ground troops in Cambodia. 
On two separate occasions CBS cameramen have 
photographed and interviewed American troops on 
Cambodian soil. The first time the trooper was 
wearing a Cambodian uniform, the second time the 
troops were dressed in civies. The latest event to stir 
the pen of Mr. Guines* is the "nonvasion" of Laos. 
The American high command has denied 
invading Laos. Yet, like all statements from the 
powers above, one wonders about its veracity. A 
definite pattern concerning US military action in SE 
Asia seems to be emerging: the Communists accuse 
Washington of some act (a My Lai massacre or the 
recent bombings of North Viet Nam). Washington 
then denies any and all of the statement. The 
Communists then produce a piece of irrefutable 
evidence (survivors of the massacre or the serial 
number from a rocket). Washington is caught with 
its hands in the cookie jar, but makes a tremendous 
comeback with a statement like "My Lai was a 
Communist garrison" or "several sorties were flown 
agaist North Viet Nam in order to cover for the 
attempted rescue of American prisoners of war." By 
this time the truth gets out to a foreign wire service 
(usually the Japanese), and the high command is 
forced to state that there was, indeed, a savage 
murdering of villagers in My Lai, or that American 
planes bombed many points in North Viet Nam, not 
just those connected with the rescue. 
This pattern has started in Laos. 
IZVESTIA reported an American invasion of Laos. 
Tuesday night Laird denied any such invasion took 
place. A Japanese wire service then started covering 
the story. 
The next move is Washington's, and-just 
watch them keep true to form. When Laird calls a 
press conference sometime this week or next, think 
about what "Protective reaction strikes" really 
mean. Think about it and remember that America is 
not an imperialist power; that our government does 
not lie to us; and finally, that we are keeping the 
world safe for democracy. 
*THE GUINESS BOOK OF WORLD RECORDS 
Evans Hits Film Promotion 
ED BOWMAN 
CAN ONLY BE 
SEEN WHEN 
14E 15 OUT . 
January 26, 1971 
TO: The Editor 
The TRAIL 
FROM: John Evans 
RE: Hitler Film 
Dear Sir: 
You've been had. 
I refer to your column (Jan. 
22, p. 8) "Hitler film shown". 
You say, "It is an incredible 
film made by Adolph Hitler in 
1936 in which he proclaimed 
himself the Messiah of German." 
This is not so. Hitler was far 
too busy with other things in 
1936 to engage in film 
productions of this sort. 
"It evidently was so moving 
that our government felt that we 
should not see it .... The film 
was kept locked in the Archives 
(?) of this country and Americans 
were not allowed to see it until it 
was released two years ago." 
This is not so. It is a lie. I saw 
the film in question nine years ago 
on an American college campus. It 
was available for public showing 
long before (and since) then. 
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Admissions Director Edward Bowman has placed a 
two month news black-out over the Admissions office. The 
rebuff of TRAIL reporters seems to be linked to sensitivity in 
the Admissions office over the University Council's decision 
to review the Admissions program. 
On Monday, January 25, TRAIL reporters 
interviewed Bowman for a human interest story on the new 
director and his office. 
After reviewing the transcriptions of the 
conversation, the staff decided to follow up the original 
interview with a second look at the impressions and personal 
opinions of Admissions personnel. An appointment was made 
with Bowman for Thursday, January 28. 
Arriving for the second interview, the Admissions 
Director refused to continue the discussion and abruptly 
cancelled the appointment. 
Bowman argued that any questions the TRAIL might 
have about Admissions would have to be held until the 
University Council reviews the program. 
The Council review of Admissions [a new agenda 
item] will probably not be made until the third week in 
March. (Bowman will be recruiting in California during the 
February Council meeting.) 
Following Bowman's decision not to speak with the 
TRAIL, reporters telephoned to the director in an attempt to 
discover the reasoning behind Bowman's decision. The 
Admissions Director responded by accusing the TRAIL of 
harassment, ignoring reporters questions and abruptly ending 
the conversation with a click of the receiver. 
Ed Bowman's hostile attitude runs counter to the 
newly created feeling of goodwill between students and 
freshmen administrators. Vice Presidents Reeves and Stuckey 
have gone to great lengths to insure the respect of all 
intelligent students. Dean of Students John English, Dean of 
Men Ray Payne, Financial Aid Director Lew Dibble and 
Assistant Dean of the University Delmar Gibbs are among 
those concerned with workable relationships with students. 
In the past administrators not wishing to devulge 
information would simply refuse to answer questions, or 
would graciously lie. Bowman is a horse of a different color. 
The man seems deeply disturbed at the consequences 
of answering questions which he knows will be pointed and 
will require direct, concise answers. 
Bowman is drastically out of touch with campus life 
and seems unable to carry on rational discussion with 
inquisitive students. If he is allowed to parade unchecked in 
front of prospective students, he is sure to reopen the rift in 
student-administrative relations that has so recently healed. 
WHAT IS THERE 
TO BE HIDDEN? 
By GREG BREWIS 
"Our" government has not been 
keeping us from seeing it. 
Incidentally, it is not that 
"moving" or provocative. 
I know that certain people on 
this campus are interested in 
getting a good turn-out for this 
film. It is an interesting film. 
But why attempt to create a 
feeling of hysteria to do so? 
Or imply that the Government 
has conspired to keep it from us? 
These are lies, and that's what 
Hitler was all about. 
Prof. John Evans 
Humanities 
JE:am 
c.c.: Rev. Smith 
Editors note: According to the 
Audio Film Center catalogue 
(copyrighted 1969): 
Since 1941 TRIUMPH OF THE 
WILL has been under confiscation 
by the U.S. Department of 
Justice. A recent revision in the 
Alien Property Law, and special 
arrangement with Leni 
R iefenstahl, now makes it 
available for the first time in 
16mm and for the first time with 
English subtitiles. Distribution is 
limited to film study groups and 
educational institutions. 
For All Your Needs 
The Closest 
Drug Store 
to the College 
CHAPMAN'S 
DRUG 
3123 North 26th 
SK 2-6667 
SEX IS YOUR BUSINESS 
(BIRTH CONTROL IS OURS) 
We believe you're entitled to your privacy when it comes to buying 
contraceptives. We're a nonprofit family planning agency and we 
offer you contraceptives through the privacy of the mails. We 
specialize in men's products (including two new European im-
ports)—but we have nonprescription foam for women, too. And a 
wide assortment of books and pamphlets to answer your questions 
on birth control, family planning, the population problem and 
ecology. 
Interested? Write today for full details without obligation or 
Send $4 for package of mixed samples (3 each of five condom 
, brands, including both British imports) 
This program is enclorstd by the Community and Family Study 
I Center of the University of Chicago. 
POPULATION SERVICES. INC. 
IOS N. Columbia St., Dept. J-43 
	
, Chapel Hill, N. C. F1514 
Gentlemen: Please send me 
	
 Sample package (remittance 
enclosed 
	
 Full details without obligation. 
Name 	  
Address 
City 
 
state 
 
Zip 
 
   
LET'S MEET AT 
A GOOD PLACE TO EAT 
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PARENTS 
WEEKEND 
AGENDA 
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
Friday, February 12 
4pm 	 Friday-at-Four -- Cellar X 
5-7:30pm 	 Registration — Student Union Building 
8pm 	 "Oh, What A Lovely War" Jones Hall Auditorium 
8:15pm 	 Graduate Student Organ Recital — Jacobson Hall, Music 
Bldg. 
Saturday, February 13 
9-1 I am 	 Registration 	 Student Union Building 
9-10am 	 Campus Tours 
10-12 	 Informal Chats --- Upstairs Student Lounge of SUB 
1-4pm 	 Campus-wide Open House 
5pm 	 Parents' Weekend Banquet — Great Hall, SUB 
8pm 	 Basketball: UPS vs. PLU — Fieldhouse 
8pm 
	 "The Bacchae" — Jones Hall Auditorium 
Sunday, February 14 
11 am 	 Church Service — Kilworth Memorial Chapel 
12pm 	 Reception — Dr. & Mrs. R. Franklin Thompson's home 
Administrative Trio Visit Hawaii 
"What its all about" 
to. 
By SHARON RYAN 
"Hopefully, parents will find 
so much activity on campus they 
won't be able to participate in 
everything and will want to return 
for more next year," stated Ginny 
Clausen, co-chairman for this 
year's Parents Weekend, Feb. 
12-14. 
Working with Linda Howell, 
Ginny sent invitations to all 
parents of UPS students the first 
week in January. Replies are 
coming in, but she urged all 
LOS A NG ELESICPS)—Cesar 
Chavez' United Farm Workers 
Organizing Committee is currently 
picketing 30 military installations 
across the nation in protest of 
increased Defense Department 
purchases of lettuce produced by 
a farm which is a target of the 
union boycott, Bud Antle, Inc. 
Last week the UFWOC filed 
suit in federal court asking for an  
students to "extend their own 
personal invitation to their 
parents." 
"What's it all about?" this 
year's theme, expresses the 
student's desire to have parents 
know and understand what goes 
on at a college campus. 
Activities and events include 
two plays produced and organized 
by the Repertory Theatre 
Winterim; UPS Loggers versus 
Portland State University at a 50 
per cent discount with a 
pre-registration coupon: a 
Dr. R. Franklin Thompson, 
Vice-President Richard Dale 
Smith, and Alumni Executive 
Director Roy Kimbel are basking 
campus-wide open house: banquet 
and informal "chats" with campus 
representatives chosen by the 
parents themselves. 
"We're hoping to attract 
parents for a variety of reasons," 
stated Miss Clausen. "Possibly 
some parents have not seen the 
campus. Other parents can 
become acquainted with their 
son's or daughter's professors. 
friends, or friends' parents." 
All parents can come to see 
events and activities they are 
interested in. They can come and 
see "what it's all about." 
accuses the Defense Department 
of buying Antle lettuce at prices 
far above going market rates, to 
save the firm from heavy losses. 
On Dec. 15, Cohen stated, the 
government bought 49,320 
pounds of Antle lettuce at $5.54 
per crate, while the prevailing 
price was $3.50 per crate. 
in 80 degree sunshine this week in 
beautiful Honolulu, Hawaii. 
The Three administrators are 
representing the Admissions office 
Canadian 
Students 
Establish 
Essay Bank 
01"I'AWA(CPS/CUP)—The 
Canadian student Liberals have 
declared the writing of essays 
"almost always a complete utter 
waste of time" and are busy 
establishing an essay bank to help 
Liberal university students with 
their academic chores. 
Purloined essays are presently 
available on most campuses 
through fraternities or residence 
organizations—but usually at a 
price. 
According to Liberal student 
President John Varley, "with the 
essay bank we will be bringing 
into the open a procedure which 
always existed behind the backs 
of professors and teaching 
assistants. It will allow the  
in a "College Night" presentation. 
Admissions Director Edward 
Bowman reported to the TRAIL, 
"We scheduled a college night in 
Honolulu on February 1. The 
President is going over there, and 
we thought, wouldn't it be great if 
we could have a college night 
where the students would meet 
the president of the University." 
Bowman continued, "We 
haven't held our visitation of the 
outer island yet. We always hold 
that off so Dean Smith (sic) can 
go over and represent the 
Admissions Office." 
Referring to Roy Kimbel's 
duties in Hawaii Bowman stated, 
"He's going to handle the college 
night for us along with the 
President and Dr. Smith. On 
Monday he's going to be the 
admissions counselor. On Tuesday 
he's going to tie in his alumni 
night." 
The administrative trio is not 
expected to return to campus 
until Friday February 12. 
students more time for engaging 
in what is far more 
educative—direct political 
involvement." 
The bank will include essays 
written by well-known academics, 
as well as students, and will be 
available free to all Liberal party 
members. 
injunction against Pentagon 
purchases of Antle lettuce, 
charging that the Pentagon and 
the grower conspired to break the 
union boycott by increasing Antle 
sales to the government by over 
200 per cent since the boycott 
began last year. 
At a news conference UFWOC 
Chief Counsel Jerry Cohen 
explained that the suit also I 
Chavez' UFWOC Pickets Military 
"Little Hope" For Army Heads 
ORONO,Maine(CPS)—A 
student-sponsored abortion loan 
fund at the University of Maine 
has provoked outraged criticism 
by many of the state's politicians. 
The Population Control Fund 
Committee was established here in 
December by the student 
government, and was given a 
budget of $5,000 from mandatory 
student activities fees. Students 
were told that they could have 
their individual share (75 cents) 
taken from the committee and 
used for other activities. No 
student has made that request. 
With student opposition to the 
Committee minimal, the fund 
sailed along without controversy 
until local papers and politicians 
seized on it. In the past two 
weeks, Gov. Kenneth Curtis. 
admitting the fund was legal, said 
he was still opposed to it. 
University police and county  
attorneys have begun 
investigations. 
Despite criticism from 
politicians, some of it in the form 
of outrage, the student fund is not 
the only group in Maine paying 
for abortions in New York, 
according to Commissioner of 
Health and Welfare, Dean Fisher, 
with the state of Maine picking up 
the tab. 
DAILY PICK-UP AND 
DELIVERY AT DORMS 
Competitive Prices! 
MODERN 
CLEANERS 
2309-6th Avenue 
MA 7-1117 
SAIGON(CPS)—A leading 
expert on drug problems in 
Vietnam says there is little hope 
of alleviating drug use here short 
of complete withdrawal of 
American troops. 
The U.S. Army's preventative 
medicine officer for Saigon, Dr. 
John Marshall, said in an interview 
published by the Headquarter 
Area Command for Saigon, said 
the obvious answer to the drug 
problems among Vietnam GI's is 
an "exodus from Vietnam." 
Abortion Loan Fund 
AFTER THE GAME 
AFTER THE DANCE 
ANYTIME! 
Johnny's 
Golden Door 
Restaurant 
Fife WA 2-6686 
JOHNNY'S 
on the MALL 
MA 7-3186 or GR 5-4211 
Specializing in 
Steaks * Seafood 
Cocktails 
Dr. Thompson, Tom Leavitt and Bob Ford plan 
to Back a Brother 
For Quality 
Diamonds - Watches 
Jewelry - Silver 
Shop MIEROW'S 
Tacoma's Only Pioneer Jeweler 
Extended Budget Terms 
No Interest or Carrying Charges 
MIEROWN 
900 Broadway 	 MA 7-2446 
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CHANCE To Provide Return For Your Money 
(Continued from Page One) 
All-American Athletes in Action 
The UPS varsity will find itself 
pitted against the All-American 
Athletes in Action for their 
"share" in the "CHANCE to Back 
A Brother" campaign. AIA is a 
top amature team that travels 
nationwide, and has come out the 
victor over some of the best 
basketball teams in the country. 
Special guest that evening will be 
Seattle SONIC Bob Rule, who is 
backing the contest to the hilt. All 
UPS students will be admitted 
free with their ASB card. 
Saturday, Feb. 6-Thursday, 
Feb. 14—INTERNATIONAL 
GRAPHIC ART EXHIBIT 
The International Graphic Art 
Exhibit is a collection of original 
lithographs, etchings, and 
medieval manuscripts from the 
Ferdinand Roten Galleries, 
Baltimore, Md. 
The exhibit includes prints by 
most contemporary American 
artists, as well as by Picasso, Miro, 
Chagall, Rovalt and others. 
The University Chapel at UPS 
sponsors a first-class exhibit on 
campus every year so that 
students and community people 
may purchase original artwork for 
collection. University Chaplain 
Jeff Smith stressed, "This exhibit 
is geared to the lay art collector 
who is tired of purchasing poor 
prints at high prices. This is an 
incredible showing." (You might 
have seen Rev. Smith with the 
graphic art exhibit on KING-TV's 
"Telescope" last Tuesday 
morning.) 
Tuesday, Feb. 9—PIANO 
CONCERT, David Kaiserman and 
Mario Honore 
The "Back A Brother" 
campaign will present a piano 
concert with a new twist when 
David Kaiserman, 
artist-in-residence at the 
university, shares the spotlight 
with operatic tenor, Mario Honore 
Marijuana: 
SAN FRANCISCO(CPS)-
Marijuana is now as American as 
Spiro Agnew's daughter—or so say 
forward-thinking executives of 
U.S. tobacco firms who have been 
covertly eyeing the underground 
market in "grass," officially 
valued at better than a billion 
dollars a year. 
The real figure, say Western 
entrepreneurs, is nearer three times 
that sum, and now that the 
possibilities of legal manufacture 
are being discussed in the 
boardrooms, bootleg suppliers are 
organizing to safeguard their 
interests. 
Long before New Years Day, 
when the government shut down a 
$250 million advertising industry 
by banning cigarette commercials 
Farley's 
Flowers 
"Flowers for every 
occasion" 
1620 - 6th Ave. 
MA 7-7161 
Tuesday evening. A reception for 
the two will follow the concert. 
Tickets, $4.00 donation. 
Wednef,day, Feb. 10—PLAY, 
"Oh, What a Lovely War!" 
The University Theatre will 
present its first production of the 
spring semester, "Oh, What a 
Lovely War!", for the "CHANCE" 
campaign at 8 pm in Jones Hall 
auditorium. The play is a musical 
satire on World War I, and is an 
amusing, but biting indictment of 
all wars. There is no story line as 
such: the play is a revue 
containing some 40 short scenes. 
A special invitation is extended to 
faculty and staff to come out for 
the play and honor our special 
guest for the event, Anne Baxter, 
who will be on campus during the 
week. 
Thursday, Fe b. 11
— FILM, 
"America on the Edge of 
American 
on television, the tobacco men 
had been busy on contingency 
planning—one firm is allegedly 
running a furtive sale test scheme 
in Hawaii. At the start the big 
manufacturers would market their 
joints at about 25 cents each, well 
under current black market prices. 
The underground does not 
mean to yield its rich, quasi-sacred 
grass market to the big-money 
boys; however. "It's the economic 
basis of the counter-culture," says 
Blair Newman, a prominent San 
Francisco pot advocate, "We have 
to keep it out of the hands of the 
tobacco tycoons." 
Abundance" 
"America on the Edge of 
Abundance" is a documentary-
type film which discusses the 
danger of Americans strangling 
themselves from over-consum-
ption. William Rogers, University 
of Washington law professor who 
has become noteworthy as an avid 
environmental protectionist, will 
be on hand for a rap session after 
the film. To be discussed: 
environment and consumer 
protection. UPS students 
admitted for 50 cents; adults 
$1.50 donation. 
Friday, Feb. 12—BLACK 
STUDENT UNION CABARET 
DANCE 
The BSU will sponsor a cabaret 
dance in the Am Vets Hall from 10 
pm until 2 am, featuring a battle 
of the bands with the Butterballs, 
Matadors and the Vibratones. This 
is an all-community dance that 
everyone should try to attend. 
Tickets at the door: $3.00 
donation. 
Saturday, Feb. 13—ART 
EXHIBIT, Vogel, Feasley, and 
Praczukowski 
Three major Pacific Northwest 
artists, Bob Vogel of UPS, Ed 
Proctor House 
Restaurant 
"Fine Food at 
Depression Prices" 
2514 N. Proctor 
SK 2-7055 
Praczukowski from the UW and 
Bob Feasley of Washington State 
University will exhibit their 
drawings for public showing and 
sale at the UPS Art Building, 
beginning at 8 pm Saturday and 
continuing through the month. 
That evening the University 
Chamber Orchestra under the 
direction of Louis Richmond, will 
entertain all guests. 
Saturday, Feb. 
13—WORKSHOP ON THE 
AMERICAN INDIAN 
A symposium on Indian affairs 
will highlight the "CHANCE to 
Back A Brother" drive during 
Parents Weekend, to be held 
Saturday from 10 am until 3 pm 
in Howarth Hall. Northwest 
Indian leaders and educators will 
hold a series of discussion groups 
focusing on Indian education and 
Indian land rights. Admission: 
$2.00 donation. 
Sunday, Feb. 14—PARENTS 
CONCERT, 133rd Army National 
Guard Band 
One of the highlights of 
Parents Weekend will be a Sunday 
afternoon concert (2 pm) 
presented by the 133rd Amy 
National Guard Band. The band 
boasts 28 musicians from all parts 
of the state whose occupations 
during the week range from 
college professors to lawyers to 
professional musicians. These men 
provide a varied repertorire of 
jazz-rock numbers, and will play 
renditions from such entertainers 
as Blood, Sweat and Tears. 
Parents and their sons and 
daughters are especially 
encouraged to attend this event. 
Tickets: $2.50 donation. 
Thursday, Fe b. 18—CHET 
HUNTLEY 
One of the major events in the 
"CHANCE to Back A Brother" 
campaign is a guest appearance by 
distinguished former newscaster, 
Chet Huntley. Huntley will be on 
campus most of the day, and will 
speak informally with students 
from 10 am until noon in the 
student lounge. He will be 
honored at a formal dinner at the 
Winthrop Hotel that night and  
later (8 pm) will speak at Wilson 
High School auditorium. Tickets: 
$1.00 for students, $2.00 for 
adults and $5.00 for a whole 
family. 
Saturday, Feb. 27—GARAGE 
SALE 
The World's Largest Garage 
Sale in the World's Largest 
Garage—The UPS Fieldhouse —is 
one of the final major events 
scheduled for the "CHANCE to 
Back A Brother" campaign. 
Everyone is encouraged to clean 
out their cluttered garages or 
extra rooms or get rid of their 
second-hand student equipmeht. 
All vendors will be charged a flat 
fee of $5 for selling goods, but 
they can peddle as much as they 
want. The giant garage sale will be 
held from 10 am until 6 pm, so 
there'll be plenty of time to 
sell—and BUY! 
Saturday, Feb 
2 7—"CH A NCE" COMMUNITY 
CABARET 
At 10 pm, when the debris 
from the garage sale is cleared 
away, an all-community dance 
will get into full swing providing 
the grande finale to the fun-filled 
"CHANCE to Back A Brother" 
campaign. The dance will feature 
the Butterballs and another rock 
group from the area, and should 
shake the walls of the UPS 
Fieldhouse. UPS students are 
especially encouraged to circle the 
date on their calendars. Tickets 
will be sold at the door. 
"CHANCE to Back A Brother" 
is getting bigger and bigger. Many 
campus groups and plenty of 
individuals have already gotten in 
on the action but there's a lot left 
undone. Spurs, Kappa Phis, Beta 
Theta Pis, Alpha Kappa Psis and a 
whole host of others have already 
shown their support by 
commit. ;ng time and energy to 
"Back A Brother". But the 
"shouting" isn't over yet--in fact, 
it's just beginning. 
Anyone who wants to make a 
difference by participating in 
"CHANCE to Back A Brother" is 
encouraged to contact campaign 
headquarters, SUB 212. 
As Agnew's Daughter 
NOTICE 
25th St. Cleaners 
No. Tw•nty Fifth ik Proctor 
Still Offering 
All Students 
20% Discount 
on all Cleaning. 
Same Day Service When Needed 
All cleaning, spotting and pressing is done by the 
owner himself to insure the best in quality and 
personalized service for your clothing 
investment. 
Hours: 7:30 to 6:00 Sat. 7:30 to 4:30 
SK 9-7262 
are 
lifesavers 
Cliff s Notes have been life-
savers for millions of students 
by helping them understand dif-
ficult literature assignments. Be 
prepared Get the ones you need 
now and use them as you study.  
Nearly 200 titles... 
always available at your dealer's 
P. 0. Box 80728, 
Lincoln, Nebraska 68501 
Over your 
depth in 
literat 
.A.A ;n 
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- Nixon Denies Troop 
Withdrawal To 200,000 
WASHINGTON (CPS)--United 
States troop levels in South 
Vietnam may be reduced to 
200,000 men by May 1, 1971, 
and ground combat troops will 
number 40,000, President Richard 
M. Nixon told 12 college 
journalists January 28. 
This contrasts sharply with the 
284,000 figure that has been 
circulated within the government, 
and implies a substantial increase 
in the rate of troop withdrawals. 
The president denied making 
the remark, and later Press 
Secretary Ron Zeigler issued a 
clarification to the effect that 
only the 40,000 figure was 
correct. 
Nixon also stated that recent 
air and ground actions taken by 
U.S. forces around Phnom Penh 
were not a violation of the 
Cooper-Church amendment, 
which prohibits U.S. ground 
troops and advisers in Cambodia. 
Troop levels in South Vietnam as 
of January 31 numbered 335,000, 
according to Pentagon sources. If 
the reduction took place, it would 
be a substantial 135,000 between 
now and May 1, or more than 35 
per cent of the U.S. forces 
presently in the country. 
The president also emphasized 
that the administration had "no 
intention" of placing ground 
troops in Cambodia. Air support, 
however, will be used, "only as I 
determine." Nixon noted that the 
Camgodian Army would receive 
air support if National Liberation 
Front activities endangered the 
withdrawal of U.S. forces from 
South Vietnam through 
Cambodia. 
Nixon's remarks were made 
during an unexpected meeting 
with college newspapers editors 
who were in Washington for a 
briefing with State Department 
officials. The editors also met for 
13/4 hours with Secretary of State 
William Rogers. 
Nixon justified the air support 
and logistical support of 
Cambodian troops on the grounds 
that he first outlined during the 
announcement speech for the 
Vietnam ization policy on 
November 3, 1969. He noted 
eight times since that speech he 
had stated that "if the enemy 
took any action that endangered 
our forces, I would take actions to 
ensure the safety of American 
troops." 
The 40,000 combat forces level 
is the first statement on projected 
ground combatant strength issued 
by the President. 
The 200,000 total troop level 
figure has been denied by the 
White House. Press Aide Rob Odle 
told CPS the President had said 
"more than 200,000," a reference 
to current troop withdrawals. If 
present policy is continued, 
284,000 men will remain in 
Vietnam on May I. 
	wleles. 
	  
Retie Souteout 
JEWELRY 
Sales and Service for 
Accutron 
Bulova 
Hamilton 
Elgin 
DIAMONDS - RADIOS 
2703 No. Proctor 
SK 9-5681 
CPS asked the President if the 
recent Columbia Broadcasting 
System interview with a U.S. 
soldier who had been on the 
ground in Phnom Penh was a 
violation of the Cooper-Church 
amendment. 
Domestic Adviser John 
Erlichman angrily interrupted 
with an emphatic no. 
Nixon answered, at the 
continued urging of Luther 
Mumford of the DAILY 
PRINCETONIAN, with a 
ten-minute response outlining his 
version of the history of U.S. 
involvement in Vietnam and 
Cambodia, referring to the 
differences between his and the 
previous administrations. It was 
during these remarks that the 
troop level statement was made. 
Apparently the adminstration 
had planned the meeting of just 
an introduction between college 
editors and the President. Nixon 
made introductory remarks and 
showed copies of the recently 
introduced Federal Budget. 
If the new 40,000 ground 
combat figure was not merely a 
mixing up of figures during 
Nixon's extemporaneous 
comments, then a substantial 
speed-up in troop withdrawals in 
indicated. 
He also indicated the 20 
separate pieces of environmental 
protection legislation that will be 
introduced during the next days. 
The day-long session of 
briefing by high State Department 
officials was initiated by Tom 
O'Brien of the Colgate University 
MAROON. 
There are two reasons why everyone should see Tacoma! 
First is the world-renown landmark, the Tacoma Smelter. 
Its smokestack has been proudly standing over our city for years. 
The second reason is the world-renown Daffodial Festifal, 
Heralding Spring with a bouquet of flowers, the renewal of life. 
A high pitched sell-out you say? - but look at the merchandise: 
If ever these two traditions should clash 
Amazing possibility -- but try to imagine for a moment..  . 
Perhaps the Sulfur Dioxide from the Smelter 
Might somehow interfere with Nature's cycles.. 
 . 
Which shall we choose - Smelter or Daffodils? 
There are those who say that Progress 
Is much more important than a few frivolous flowers. 
Are they right? or can they not be challenged? 
If so, certainly we know the choice: 
Spring is cancelled. 
V° • • • •  •IL • • 1.1 • 	 M 
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EMIL HAVEN AM 
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On a Saturday afternoon in 1958 four hungry University of Washington 
students were bemoaning the fact that it was impossible to get a good pizza 
in the 'district.' 
One of the four (the hungriest one) concluded, "The only way we're going 
to get a good pizza is to make it ourselves." It was also concluded that they 
had no money, they knew nothing about restaurant business, and that they 
must be out of their minds. Three months later Pizza Haven opened. In the 
meantime they begged and borrowed about $3,000, read all they could about 
restaurant management, made and ate approximately 173 pizzas until they 
came up with a combination they would be proud to sell to their classmates. 
Soon promising careers in psych, history. math and pre-law were 
interrupted by the less intellectual pursuits of table waiting, dough-cutting and 
sausage slicing. Somehow they survived that first year and have managed 
 to 
do enough things right that they have grown from the U. District to the 
campuses of 15 other colleges and Universities in Washington. No longer can 
you sit on the hard, wooden picnic benches or feel the oven blast in the 
small store on the 'Ave.' but you still can get the best pizza at the best price 
close to campus. 
In recognition of the fact that Pizza Haven was started by college 
students for college students and has based its success on this 
formula, Pizza Haven wishes to thank their old and new friends on 
campus by having a 1958 Menu special on Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday, Feb. 4, 5,6... All prices will be exactly the same as they 
were when we opened our funky little store at 4221 University Way 
 N.E. 
on September 24th, 1958. Thank you. 
ALL PIZZA AT 1958 PRICES 
	 Instore Only 
8" 	 10" 	 12" 	 14" 	 16" 
Pizza Haven Special 
	 $1,35" 	 $2,017 	 $2.-7r 	 $3.-55 	 $.4-..-a0" 
1.00 	 1.55 	 2.00 	 2.75 	 3.50 
(Your choice of meat plus mushrooms, onions and chopped black olives.) 
Pepperoni 	  
Sausage 	  
(Italian Style) 
Canadian Bacon 	  
Ground Beef (lean) .. 
Mushrooms 	  1,0T 	 .1,65' 	 2:35- 	 _340" 	 .3-:85 
Bacon Crumbs 	  
.75 	 1.25 	 1.80 	 2.25 	 3.00 
Imported Anchovies 	  
Shrimp 
Ham 
Italian Salami 
Napoli (Plain Cheese) 	 -,95" 	 1-45 	 2:417 	 .2-.-80 	 .3,5Cr 
.65 	 1.00 	 1.55 	 2.00 	 2.75 
Double Delicious 	 1,217 	 1,85" 	 .2:55" 	 .3,35" 	 A-ACT 
(Any Two Items) 	 .90 	 1.40 	 1.95 	 2.50 	 3.25 
Triple Treat 
	
1,35 	 2:0er 	 .27O 	 3:50r 	 .4.307 
(Any Three Items) 	 1.00 	 1.55 	 2.00 	 2.75 	 3.50 
Haven Hero  	 5.75 
(Unbelievable - 16" only) 	 5.00 
EXTRAS 	 Build your own combination - add flavor with  the following . . . 
8" 	 10" 	 12" 	 14" 	 16 
Extra Meat (loaded) 
Extra Cheese 
Green Peppers (fresh) 
	  
Onions  (fresh) 	  , 	 -33
.10 
	
.15 	 .20 
	 .25 	 .30 
Black Olives 	  
Green Olives 
Sliced Tomatoes 
	  
"1958 Prices" Effective only Feb. 4, 5,  8, 1971 
PIZZA HAVEN - 2803 Sixth Avenue, FU 3-1797 
X 
Tacoma, Harbinger of Tomorrow 
By Karen Amundson 
GUY BARDONE'S ARELEQUIN" suggests the influence of 
Picasso. The artist is French and the lithograph was made in 
1927. 
Financial Aid 
F UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
US1U ‘.r> 
c:. 
g UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
GRADUATE SCHOOLS 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
HUMAN BEHAVIOR 
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 
An Admissions Representative 
will be on campus 
FEBRUARY 10, 2-5 PM 
FOR AN APPOINTMENT 
SEE YOUR PLACEMENT 
OFFICE. 
0 
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N
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Tomorrow is a reflection of now. Which is 
another way of saying you've got to plan for 
good tomorrows. 
We're offering you a secure financial future. 
We have a program specifically designed 
for you. By investing in it while you're still in 
school it costs a lot less . . . and your future gains 
a lot more. 
Sow now and reap security later. Call our 
campus office. Or stop by. pRo
VI
= 1111-.
IVENT 
MUTUAL 	 LIFE 
INSURANCE COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA 
JIM COPELAND BR 2-3191 
Now is an 
omen. 
EL \INF BREIGER'S "WAR GAME" an original etching 
(signed b', the artist) will be on sale during the Ferdinand 
Roten Cxhibit. 
& ALSO 
Heart - Lung - Resuscitator 
Service 
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THE DOCTOR' S BAG 
   
   
   
   
    
    
THE DOCTOR BAG 
By Arnold Werner, M.D. 
Copyright 1970 College Press Service 
Address letters to Dr. Werner, Box 
974, East Lansing, Michigan 
48823. 
QUESTION: What can I do, I'm 
madly in love with my history 
professor? I get so keyed up I 
can't listen to him in lecture. As 
he walks around in front of the 
room, I stre at him and don't hear 
a word he says. He thinks I have a 
breathing problem because I sniff 
to get the full aroma of his 
after-shave lotion. He is not really 
all that beautiful, but has 
charisma. How do I stop? How 
can I sleep? I must begin to study 
or I'll be canned for good. 
ANSWER: The woman student 
enamored of her professor finds 
no relief from her distress in the 
knowledge that this is a fairly 
common occurrence on a college 
campus. Nor is there any comfort 
in knowing that most professors 
would be even more distressed if 
they knew of the attraction. In 
most situations such as the one 
you describe, there is usually no 
(Continued from Page One) 
Students are then arranged in 
order of achievement. Those 
who's high school records seem to 
be most promising are placed at 
the top of the distribution list. 
Achievement of merit is 
determined through computation 
of the student's High School 
Grade Point Average, his SAT 
scores, athletic skill, music skill, 
counselor recommendations, sex, 
and various other achievements. 
Students are then granted aid 
in accordance with their position 
on the merit scale. What has 
formerly been termed "aid based 
on need" might be more correctly 
be explained as a "meritus need 
program." 
The decision made by UPS 
administrators is not the amount 
of aid each student receives, but 
rather, which students receive the 
aid, what per centage of the 
amount recommended by the  
basis for a relationship as little 
real information is known about 
the person so idolized. Rather, the 
person suffering from this malady 
usually has rich imaginations 
about what the professor is like, 
what it must be like to be with 
him, and how much more 
attractive he is than other people 
she knows. 
Some of the clues that explain 
the attraction are in the disabling 
nature of the involvement. Such a 
strong attraction to one person 
will successfully keep you from 
entertaining any realtionship with 
men who are more accessible to 
you. Sometimes shy people having 
a rough time socially find solace 
in their fantasies as well as a 
reason not to confronted by their 
difficulties. At other times, strong 
attractions identified as "love" are 
expressions of a need for closeness 
with a mature, protecting figure 
and have at their root strong 
needs for dependency. 
* Day dreams about professors a 
strong attractions for them are 
not usually disabling and most 
women so inflicted enjoy the 
situation very much. This is a 
different matter than the one you 
describe; as your letter so clearly 
indicates, the infatuation has 
become disabling. Strong 
attachments between men 
College Scholarship Service will be 
granted, and what type of Package 
Program w ill be offered the 
student. 
Aid "Packages" include grants, 
loans, and work-study funds. 
In addition it must be recalled 
that flexibility is a necessary part 
of the aid program as the grants 
are considered on a day to day 
basis. Dibble calls it a "rolling 
program of aid." 
BUDIL'S 
FLOWERS 
"Especially for 
YOU!" 
6th Ave. 	 Tel. 
at Oakes 	 FU 3-4739  
students and women professors 
seem much less common or at 
least are less frequently 
complained about. 
Sadly, on occasion the need to 
feel powerful, wanted, and loved, 
or dissatisfactions with his own 
life leads the professor to mistake 
the attentions of a student for 
more than they are. Relationships 
formed on this basis may have 
disasterous results for everyone. I 
strongly urge you to contact a 
professional mental health worker 
to discuss your concerns. 
* * * * * 
QUESTION:What are the effects 
on the body after a prolonged 
period of improper diet (two or 
three years). Due mostly to lack 
of funds, over the years I have 
fallen into the habit of skipping 
meals. I rarely eat a full meal. 
Mostly I just "pick" all day at 
any thing that happens to be 
available. I consume an 
over-abundance of sweets, even 
though I don't particularly care 
for them. I am a 21 year-old 
woman, 5 ft. 6 inches, 120 lbs. in 
generally good health. 
Cl) 
CD 
111 
CD 
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ANSWER: For the person in good 
health (without such illnesses as 
diabetes or ulcers) the frequency 
of meals is quite unimportant and 
can be suited to individual desires. 
Social convention being what it is, 
we all tend to go along with three 
meals a day, although many 
people do just as well with one or 
two and other people prefer four 
or five. So, the possible damage 
you speak of boils down to what 
you have been eating more than 
when you have been eating. In 
any case the odds of doing 
significant damage over a period 
of a couple of years is very small. 
Limited funds make eating a 
balanced diet rather difficult. 
Most inexpensive foods are very 
high in carbohydrate and cheap 
meats are loaded with fat. Among 
the things you could do are use 
nofat dried milk, which is 
inexpensive and nutritious, and 
substitute fruits for candies. The 
task is much easier if you do your 
own cooking and have time to 
shop carefully for sale items at 
supermarkets. If anyone knowns 
of a good cookbook specializing 
in inexpensive, highly nutritious 
recipes, I'd appreciate hearing 
about it. 
• 
FIVE OF THE TWENTY ACTORS in the ensemble anti-war 
play, "Oh What a Lovely War". The UPS Repertory Theatre 
is taking off this Thursday night with a repertoire of one 
satire and one Greek tragedy. The tragedy is Euripides' "The 
Bacchae". 
"PASSION", A WOOD engraving by French 
Post-Impressionist GEORGES ROUALT (1871-1958). This 
engraving is one selection from a show opening February 8, 
1971 at UPS. The University Chapel Committee is sponsoring 
a sale-exhibition or original prin ts, etchings, and medieval 
manuscripts from the Ferdinard Roten Galleries in Baltimore. 
'the basement of Kilworth Chapel will house the exhibition. 
The proceeds from the sale have been turned over to the 
Back-a-Brother program. 
CAMPUS FLICKS 
Feb. 12 & 13 	 "Grand Illusion" 
Feb. 19 & 20 	 The Fixer" with Alan Bates (from the novel by Bernard 
Malamod) 
Feb. 26 & 27 	 "Mickey One" with Warren Beatty 
Mar. 5 & 6 	 The Strawberry Statement" (from the book by James Simon 
Kunen) 
Mar. 12 & 13 	 "Fires on the Plain" 
Mar. 19 & 20 	 Double Feature: "Hunchback of Notre Dame" 'original silent 
film I 
and ''The Return of Draw Egan" 
Mar. 26 & 27 	 "IF" 
Apr. 16 & 17 	 "Barbarella" with Jane Fonda 
Apr. 23 & 24 	 "The Boys in the Band" 
Apr. 30 
& May 1 	 "Freaks" 
May 7 & 8 	 "Night at the Opera" with the Marx Brothers 
May 14 & 15 	 "Genesis III" 
May 21 & 22 	 "All Quiet on the Western Front" 
BUFF'S 
Barber Shop 
and 
Shoe Shine Service 
4 barbers 
Complete Service 
SK 9-8586 
3102 — 6th Ave. 
TODAY TC 
FRIDAY 
FEBRUARY 5 
1-3 PM 
COKE 
POPCORN 
CELLAR 10 
Rm. 10 SC 
A 
 
TEMPLE 
000 111 
The re-creation of 
... the inpc ered libHle attack 
on 
10 TORA! TO RA! 
TORA! 
isiefLickpiH WS 
a 
"Something else" 
from the director of 
fvl*A*S*H: 
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"OH WHAT A LOVELY WAR" OPENS 
11. 
By DAN CLEMENTS 
This Thursday the second 
season of the UPS Repertory 
Theater opens. Premiering 
February 11 will be "Oh, What a 
Lovely War." followed by the 
"Bacchae" on Friday, Feb. 12. 
"Oh, What a Lovely War" 
might be termed a collage of 
happenings. It is basically a satire 
on World War I, with some of the 
most pointed and poignant 
criticisms of war found anywhere. 
There are no "stars" in the show, 
as some twenty actors take part in 
the play. 
The second play in the 
repertory, "The Bacchae," is a 
Evripidean tragedy. This is the 
story of a man who refuses to 
believe in the divine status of a 
god. 
Richard Reiner plays the god, 
Dionysium; David Lyles plays 
Penthus; while Penthus' parents 
are played by Roger Tompkins 
and Nancy Villhauer. 
The 50 students who took part 
in the rep have done a tremendous 
job on the sets for both plays. 
These are among the most 
impressive ever seen at UPS. 
There will be a special 
pre-production premier on 
Wednesday, February 10 of "Oh, 
What a Lovely War" with the 
proceeds going to the "CHANCE 
to Back A Brother" program. 
Tickets for this presentation will 
by $2.50 each. 
Both productions will play six 
times, and will be interchanged 
every week. Advanced tickets may 
be purchased at the booth in the 
Jones Hall foyer. Students may 
purchase tickets for 75 cents, 
establishmentarians for $1.50. 
01.° "BREWSTER 
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•• ANJANETTE COMER 0 
"RABBIT, RUN" 0 
A Iso 
01 SANDY DENNIS in 
"THE FOX" 
0 ROXY 
You'll never forget 	 F it! 
"THE LAUGHING 
WOMAN" 0 
Also ESSY PERSSON in 0, 
McCLOUD" A 
101/0/AWISM 
CHARLES LOWERY and ED HUSTON, the top two all-time Puget Sound scoring 
leade s 
LOWERY,HUSTON- 
TOP ALL-TIME 
UPS SCORERS 
NORTHWEST 
STUDIOS 
Quality Portraits 
Personal Service 
Reasonable Prices 
1108 Sixth Avenue 
BR 2-3089 
THE REAL STORY 
There's more to insurance than sales, and 
that's why THE HARTFORD WANTS TO 
TALK TO YOU ON CAMPUS 
People tend to think of insurance in terms of direct 
sales. THE HARTFORD has 22,000 independent 
agents and brokers who do a fine job of just this sort 
of thing. As important as this function obviously is, 
it's only part of THE HARTFORD story. 
THE HARTFORD means opportunity 
It is the chance to work in a variety of roles, one of 
which may just be the career you're looking for. Our 
accent is on people—the many individual talents and 
efforts that together have made us a leader in this 
business for more than 150 years. 
THE HARTFORD means challenge 
We take pride in our long involvement in business 
and public affairs and our vigorous approach to the 
demands of today. 
THE HARTFORD means a future 
For most of our career openings a degree in a spe-
cific field is not necessary. We are professionals, and 
in keeping with this standard we provide formal 
classroom and/or on-the-job training leading to 
future management positions in the following areas: 
Office Administration 	 • Claim Representative 
Engineer 	 • Special Agent 	 • Underwriter 
Actuary 	 • Premium Auditor 
Look into THE HARTFORD story 
Register with the placement office now for 
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS 
FEBRUARY 19, 1971 
YEAR IN AND YEAR OUT YOU'LL IH) WELL WITH 
THE HARTFORD 
Tilf MOUTON° INSURANCI GlICio. • NONTTOND • CONNECTICUT 
RECRUITING DEPARTMENT 
PACIFIC DEPARTMENT 
650 CALIFORNIA STREET 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94120 
An equal opportunity employer M F 
r ' 
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The University of Puget Sound 
wrestling team advanced their 
season record last Saturday to 5-3. 
They defeated Warner Pacific 26 
to 12 during Warner Pacific's 
Homecoming. 
Individual matches went as 
follows: 118-Chuck Hanson (UPS) 
tied Tim bean (WP); 126-Don 
Dillenburg (UPS) tied Scott 
Justice (WP); 134-Doug Silvernail 
(UPS) dec. Graig Tomlinson (WP) 
16-11; 142-Dan Michels (UPS) 
dec. Gary Williams (WP) 17-0; 150 
Derold Jensen (UPS) dec. Don 
Steele (WP) 12-11; 158 Dan 
Jacobsen (WP) dec. Charley 
JIM KIDRICK (left) and 
outstanding wrestlers. Kidrick 
6-1 for the season. 
Twenty of the 65 members of 
the UPS Winterim Ski Class have 
qualified for medals on the 
NASTAR course at Crystal 
Mountain, according to class 
instructor Gary Effinger. 
Finishing with the best time 
for the class was Steve Mills in 
37.2 seconds. giving him a time 
28% off the course par. Also 
receiving a silver medal was Chris 
Hager finishing in 37.4 seconds. 
Sue Danishek was fastest for the 
women in 37.9 seconds at 31% off 
the par time. 
To receive the silver medal men 
must finish within 30% and 
women within 40% of the par 
time set by the best skiers in the 
country. No one qualified for a 
gold medal which requires a 
ranking of 15% for men and 25% 
for women. 
Effinger reported, "UPS is the 
first school to take advantage of 
these races as far as sending a 
regular class through the course." 
National Standard Racing 
(NASTAR) competition is 
sponsored by SKIING magazine 
and numerous commercial 
interests. The program is aimed 
primarily at the recreational skier 
and for a $2.00 entry fee provides 
him with a ranking that can be 
conpared with scores at any of the 
other NASTAR courses around 
the country. 
McNeal (UPS) 6-2; 167-David 
LaBounty (UPS) dec. Lloyd 
Moore (WP) 10-3; 177-Duane 
Riley (WP) pinned Mike Johnson 
(UPS); 190 Neil Gray (UPS) 
pinned Clint Hyde (WP); 
HVY-Rod Schaaf (UPS) won by 
forfeit. 
Loggers with outstanding 
records are Jim Kidrick 7-1; 
Derold Jensen 7-2; and Dan 
Michels 6-1. 
The Loggers will meet PLU at 
home in the fieldhouse this 
Saturday at 2 pm. The last time 
these two teams met the Loggers 
walked away with a 29-6 victory. 
has a 7-1 record and Michels is 
Gary Effinger, a NASTAR pace 
setter who will teach the spring 
ski class, is rated at 6% off the par 
time set by 1964 Olympic Gold 
medalist Pepi Steigler from 
Jackson Hole, Wyoming, and 
Maford Fried Kring, an Austrian 
from Mt. Snow, Vermont. 
Wade Perrow, number one 
skier on the UPS Ski Team, is 
rated at 3% off the par time. 
Effinger explained the 
advantage of the program as 
providing a chance for 
competition for the recreational 
skier. According to Effinger. "The 
number of skiers taking part has 
grown from 27,000 to 75,000 
with 78 ski areas participating." 
He explained one of the 
possibilities of standardized scores 
across the country was to give the 
UPS skiing club a chance to 
compete against some eastern 
school. They could race on their 
own course and UPS could race 
here creating times that can be 
compared with each other. 
NASTAR also offers national 
competition. March 13 and 14 
one of the seven regional races 
will be held at Mission Ridge ski 
area. There the two best skiers 
from several different categories 
representing all the different ski 
resorts will compete for two 
all-expense paid berths in the 
national at Mt. Snow, Vermont. 
By PAT LYLE 
First Charles Lowrey then Ed 
Huston, on the same night 
cracked the all-time University of 
Puget Sound scoring record. The 
two stars of the Ed 'n Charles 
Show, now the top scorers in UPS 
history, have been consistently 
outstanding during their stays at 
UPS. 
Lowery, a senior from Palo 
Alto, California, has had four 
years in a Logger uniform to 
break the old record; and Huston, 
the Senior from Camas, 
Washington, has had three. 
Western Drops 
PhysEd 
Requirements 
BELLINGHAM(WWSC) -The 
Academic Council has dropped 
the mandatory three credits of 
physical education requirements 
for graduation at Western 
Washington State College. 
The new ruling becomes 
effective spring quarter after a 
unanimous decision by the 
Academic Council. 
The P.E. requirement matter 
was brought before the Council 
on the recommendation of the 
general education subcommittee. 
It became possible to drop the 
requirement since the state law 
holding such a requirement 
mandatory for college students 
was modified in the last session of 
the Washington State legislature. 
GRAPPLERS PIN 
WARNER PACIFIC 
By DAN MICHELS 
DAN MICHELS, are two of UPS 
Ski Class Members 
Gain Honors 
The old record of 1232 which 
was broken agains Simon Fraser 
Jan. 23, was held by Jake 
Mayberry, now a very successful 
Lynden High School hoop coach. 
In separate telegrams, which they 
reveived after the game, Ed and 
Charles found Mayberry was only 
excited that the two could break 
the record big. Mayberry's words 
were, "I know you're better 
players than I was. Break the 
record good while you're breaking 
it." 
Huston, who needed 1 point m 
the game to grab away the record 
got 28 and Lowery picked up 21 
when he only needed 6. 
Huston who now has 1305 
points and Lowery who has 1293 
each have at least seven more 
games against collegiate 
opposition to add to their totals. 
Feb. 5 at Portland State U. 
Feb. 8 Athletes in Action at UPS 
Feb. 13 Portland State U. at UPS 
Feb. 15 St. Martin's College at UPS 
Feb. 17 Seatt:e Pac. College at UPS 
Feb. 20 at University of Portland 
Feb. 27 at Pacific Lutheran U. 
Mar. 7 Seattle University at UPS 
Howe Games: 8 P.M. 
PORTLAND STATE TONITE 
MIKE JORDAN (50) gets set for a possible tip off this shot by CHARLES LOWERY 
(22). A returning starter, Jordan progress parallels the teams as each game reflects more 
skill and poise. Tip off tonight at Portland State. 
By PAT LYLE 
Skate Your Date at 
Lakewood 
Ice Arena 
VED. — 8:45 - 10:30 
THURS. — 6:15 - 8:15 
FRI. SAT. SUN. — 8:15-10:15 
SAT. - SUN. 
2:30-4:30 
STUDENT RATES 
Admission  .90 
Skate Rentals. .45 
7310 Steilacoom Boulevard S.W. 
JU 8-7000 
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AT ODDS WITH 
CARLOS 
by Carlos Bergerrez 
Hola. Well, there's just four 
months left in this year's cycle, 
but lots of sports from the 
athletic viewpoint. As erratic as 
ever, the sportscene is continually 
becoming more difficult to 
elaborate on, much less analyze. 
The NFL college draft 
highlighted professional sports last 
week. Everyone knew who would 
go first, Stanford's Jim Plunkett, 
but after that it was a round of 
guessing: who and when. 
The Huskies of Washington 
landed four players in the top 
260, those being Janet, Cornell, 
Jarvis, and Lee. PLU even landed 
their star lineman, Boice, in one 
of the middle rounds, but ... UPS 
failed to land any. 
The fact that I mention this is 
sincerely not a joke, although 
many will take it that way, but 
it's a legitimate concern for 
people who followed the team 
closely. The surprise of the draft 
was the discovery that UCLA's 
Dennis Dummitt was not taken by 
the pros. This I find hard to 
understand, as he only rewrote 
the Bruin record books, breaking 
former Heisman Trophy winner 
Gary Beban's records in two 
instead of three years. Also a jolt 
was the ultimate fate of the one 
and only Joe Theismann, miracle 
man of Notre Dame. Joe went in 
the fourth round, the 99th player 
to go in the draft. If size was the 
only concern of those in charge of 
selecting, it would be easier to 
understand this low rating. But 
since talent is also considered, Joe 
should've gone in no lower than 
the second round. In the end, it 
was Miami who picked him up. 
For all people who would like 
to see a little live sports action 
this weekend, the Seattle 
• Invitational Track Meet takes 
place Saturday night in the 
Coliseum. The highlight event will 
be the mile, where only two out 
of eight entrants haven't cracked 
four minutes. All the events 
should be excellent and I would 
definitely recommend it as one 
location where you'll get your 
money's worth. 
Although the game is two 
weeks past, I'm still aroused by 
the officiating in the 
UCLA—Notre Dame basketball 
contest. To just make it brief 
you've never seen hometowning 
until UCLA saw it on Jan. 23. 
Austin Carr was unstoppable for 
the Irish, but whenever he slowed 
down the referees were there to 
take up the slack. Enough. 
When it comes down to 
tournament time, you're going to 
see that whole Bruin madhouse in 
there again and it very easily 
could be the fifth in a series. 
Another step for the Bruins will 
be Saturday night as they meet 
USC in the Los Angeles Sports 
Arena. The Trojans rate second 
nationally while UCLA holds 
down third. It will be televised, so 
if nothing else pans out for the 
weekend, there's always Saturday 
night TV. 
Any one of my columns just 
wouldn't be funky without the 
usual mention of Muhammad Ali. 
However, today I plan to let Ali 
speak for himself. In the February 
1 issue of SPORTS 
ILLUSTRATED Ali takes over in 
the article entitled "The Champ 
and the Tramp", and, as the SI 
editors commented, it isn't hard 
guessing who's who. Read it. It 
might help you decide how to bet. 
Well, I'm down to the final lap, 
everything the whole column's 
been aimed toward from the start. 
Here is where the local heroes get 
the ink, and this week the 
swimmersgettanked up and swam 
off with the show. Against Central 
Washington last week the Loggers 
were practically washed up, until 
Bayard Johnson's virtuoso 
performance at "walking the 
plank" caused Central to throw in 
the towel. Johnson, a freshman 
from Normandy Park, south of 
Seattle, battled to a second place 
in the three meter diving enabling 
the Loggers to come from behind 
in the last event to win the meet. 
Tony Tonnelato first tied the 
varsity record in the 100 yard 
freestyle and then in the 400 
freestyle relay shattered it by .60 
of a second. The latter was 
unofficial however because there 
weren't three clocks on him. 
Tonnelato's comment: "I can do 
it again." 
The swimmers' next meet: 
tomorrow, Saturday, February 6, 
WSU here at the UPS pool at 
2pm. Come out and see them. 
S—T U—D ... STUD. 
That about wraps it up. I just 
want to welcome Slammin' Sam' 
May to UPS. Keep pumpin' in 
those JayVee games. Also, good 
riddance Steve Tensi and welcome 
Don Horn (Denver Broncos). 
There is no truth to the rumor 
that the Broncos had contracted 
Lance Rentzel about playing in 
Denver, but he had said he rather 
stick it out in Dallas. Adios. Haste 
luego. Jerry Mathers is alive and 
well in Morton at the pulp mill. 
Swimming Tomorrow 
WSU at 
UPS Pool 
The Loggers highly touted cage 
squad ran their record to (16-2) 
with wins over Simon Fraser, 
Linfield, and University of 
Montana. 
UPS smashed hapless Simon 
Fraser 99-62 before 3,000 fans in 
the UPS fieldhouse. Ed Huston 
scored 28 points and Charles 
Lowrey got 21 points and fifteen 
rebounds in the Loggers second 
victory over the Clasnmen this 
season. 
The Loggers traveled to 
McMinnville, Oregon, to play the 
Linfield Wildcats who they had 
routed 124-65 at UPS earlier in 
the season. UPS barely escaped  a 
Linfield surge and a hometown 
crowd to win 107-97. Linfield 
who tried valiantely to play 
spoiler finally failed in the end as 
they were outscored 28-19 in the 
last eight minutes by a revived 
Logger attack. Huston picked up 
thirty points and Lowery and Dan 
Bogrand had seventeen each. But 
sixth-man Jan Jewett, who came 
on with the banishment of Tom 
Delaney, provided the needed 
spark as he put in eighteen points 
and pulled down fourteen 
rebounds. 
The University of Montana 
13 FEBRUARY 
An Unlucky Day? 
NO !! 
It Could Be The Luckiest 
Day Of Your Life . 
HOW: 	 Take the Air Force Officer 
Qualigication Test 
HOW: 
	 Take the Air Force Officer 
Qualification Test 
WHO: 
	 College students wishing to 
determine their elegibility 
for the AFROTC program. 
WHEN: 	 8:30 a.m., 13 February 1971 
WHERE: McIntyre Hall 
Room 006 
University of Puget Sound 
COST: 	 Free and without obligation 
FOR FUTHER DETAILS CONTACT: 
Professor of Aerospace Studies 
University of Puget Sound 
Tacoma, Washington 98416 
Phone SK 9-3521 Ext. 264, 265 
invaded the fieldhouse to gain 
revenge for an earlier loss to the 
Loggers, but came away hurting 
after UPS had trampled them 
89-50 in their best defensive 
efforts of the season. Charles 
Lowrey took scoring honors with 
28 and Mike Jordan and Jan 
Jewett each grabbed 12 rebounds. 
The Loggers play Portland 
State tonight in Portland and face 
them again at home next Saturday 
after a home appearance against 
"The Athletes in Action" on 
Monday night. 
UPS ADMISSIONS DIRECTOR ED BOWMAN believes that 
"the fact is, that students do have a say on our campus, and 
because of it, things are changing. I I 
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Ah, yes, Harumph Welcome, young 
friend. Welcome to my old Alma 
Mater. Should you ever feel home-
sick, and ache for the sound of a 
friendly voice, or long for counsel 
along life's byways, just drop by 
your Seattle-First National Bank. 
Bring your money. We'll open a 
marvelously convenient FirstLine 
checking account for you. Yes, 
indeed. 
SEATTLE•FIRST 
NATIONAL BANII 
MEMBER F 01C 
Tacoma Branch-1114 Pacific Avenue, Tacoma 98401 
Lakewood Branch-9919 Bridgeport Way, Tacoma 98499 
Sixth and L Branch-1110 Sixth Avenue, Tacoma 98405 
South Tacoma Branch-5813 So. Tacoma Way, Tacoma 98409 
GEORGE MILLS ASSISTS the Admission office to find 
students who will be compatible with the UPS life. He is a 
former student at UPS. 
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NEW ADMISSIONS DIRECTOR 
APPRAISES UPS ATTRACTIONS 
By HOWARD PARKER 
and GREG BREWIS 
The departure of Larry 
Stenberg to Evergreen State 
College brought UPS a new 
Admissions Director in the person 
of Ed Bowman. TRAIL reporters 
visited Bowman last week to get 
some idea of the presentations he 
uses to attract new students. 
Bowman eagerly accepted the 
opportunity to discuss admissions 
policy with the iRAIL. 
"UPS is where the action is," 
exclaimed; Bowman. "There's 
always something happening 
here." The energetic director 
seemed to be enjoying this the 
busiest period for the admissions 
staff. 
The new Admissions Director 
gave TRAIL reporters a rundown 
on his presentation to prospective 
freshmen students. Bowman 
stated,. "We tell them ... re-
gardless from what part of the 
country a student comes from or 
what his major is, or what his 
ethnic background is, there is 
something for him to do on this 
campus." 
Bowman continued, "Thirteen 
years ago when I was here we 
were 80% commuter. You could 
fire a cannon through this place 
and not hit anybody." 
Discussing the impact athletics 
has had on his recruiting Bowman 
stated, "You'd be surprised when 
I go to other places, L.A., San 
Francisco, and Hawaii, especially, 
and say 'University of Puget 
Sound'. They say, 'Oh, that's 
where they have that good 
basketball team,' or 'That's where 
they have that good football 
team.' " 
Bowman quickly added, "Now 
granted, they don't talk to me 
only because we have a good 
basketball or football team, but  
where five years ago they 
wouldn't have come to a UPS 
(Admissions] conference, they're 
coming now because they are 
familiar with the name." 
"I'm not saying we get 
students at this school because of 
the athletic program," the 
director stated. 
Bowman tells the future frosh, 
"If it's something you've 'Iways 
wanted to do — join a fraternity 
or sorority. If it isn't what you 
want to do then this is a campus 
where it isn't that important 
whether you live in a fraternity or 
sorority. 
Moving to the drug scene 
Bowman again revealed his 
particular point of view. "No one 
likes to say, yes, there are drugs 
on campus. I have to admit as 
Director of Admissions that there 
has to be some small type of 
marijuana problem on the campus 
with some certain students. It 
happens on all campuses. We 
don't have a dope problem, but 
we do have this small element of 
marijuana users just like any 
campus." 
In a candid discussion of the 
TRAIL Bowman expressed 
concern over the printing of 
"fuck" in an issue two years ago. 
He said, "Since I've been on the 
Alumni Board I realize that the 
prescence of f-u-c-k in last year's  
issue cost the university umpteen 
thousand dollars from people who 
had bequeathed money to the 
university and took it away. They 
said, 'If you're going to put out a 
publication like that, we're not 
going to support the university.' " 
Bowman did feel that, "The 
TRAIL has improved 1500% this 
year over last year." 
Finally citing the lack of 
disruptions on campus, Bowman 
stated, "Students ask about 
campus disruptions in this day 
and age. I tell them we feel that 
our student body kind of moves 
with the times. They might be all 
for one issue and all against 
another issue. We haven't had any 
physical campus disruptions of 
any kind, mainly because our 
students are involved in different 
bodies of our University like the 
Long-Range Planning Commission 
and the University Council. The 
fact is that students do have a say 
on our campus, and because of it 
things are changing." 
"BACKS 
A BROTHER" 
by sponsoring a giant "Back 
A Brother" ski package that'll 
bus you to the mountains and supply 
you with a lift ticket for six big weeks. The 
fun begins on February 17 and winds up March 
24. And the Alpental Ski Special does it all for only 
$45--for the entire six weeks. 
Anyone interested may register in the Student Union Building 
from Feb. 8 to 12. Part of the proceeds will go to the "Back A 
Brother" Scholarship Fund, to bring needy young people from the area to 
UPS next year. 
SO 
 COME ON UP, SKI BUNNY OR SLOPE MASTER. THE SKIING'S 
GREAT--AND SO IS THE CAUSE.... 
$45 for 6 weeks Sign up in SUB NOW! 
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Food Stamp 
Rules Stiffen, 
Fight Looms 
By Western Front STAFF 
Food stamp regulations are expected to tighten today as a new 
action committee on campus moves to protest what it calls "unfair 
treatment" of the state's poor by the Department of Public 
Assistance. 
The committee—coordinated by Dave Berrian, a volunteer 
intermediary between food stamp applicants and the DPA and Tom 
Brose, a lecturer at Fairhaven College—plans to create a voice for 
persons in the Bellingham community who, it charges, have been 
unjustly denied food stamp assistance. 
Meanwhile, DPA officials in Olympia will make a final decision 
today on the adoption of controversial new regulations which would 
deny food stamps to anyone who shares household facilities, including 
stoves, food cabinets and toilets, with others. 
Berrian, Brose and the newly formed food stamp action committee 
claim the relulations are politically motivated to discriminate against 
students and other young persons who share new life styles of living 
with others of low income. 
Furthermore, they insist that the new regulations would seriously 
affect migrants and elderly persons who may live together for 
economic purposes. 
"The poor will grow larger, not smaller, in this state in the months 
ahead," Brose predicted. "The reason people are so up-tight over the 
food stamp program is because it is working .... We must guarantee 
that it doesn't end." 
At an organizational meeting at Fairhaven on Wednesday, Berrian 
said he had talked with many students at Western who needed food. 
"One student told me that he had some pinto beans and a little 
oatmeal, but he did not know how long it would last," Berrian added. 
He suggested that anyone who had been denied food stamps 
should be aware of his rights under the law to appeal the denial to 
DPA officials in Olympia. 
The committee intends to publish informational literature, 
conduct a public meeting on Feb. 1, petition for changes in present 
regulations, and to bring the matter to public eyes. 
Brose said that if demonstrations are conducted in the future, they 
should not disrupt the operations of the local DPA office. 
********************* 
Late Breaking News 
The food stamp office in the Viking Union will he closed on 
Monday and will remain so indefinitely the Department of Public 
Assistance (DPA) said late Thursday. 
Alfred Brandt, DPA volunteer coordinator, said students who have 
foodstamp appointment: should keep them at the departmental 
offices at 222 Unity Street. 
He described the move as an experiment in which the department 
would attempt to see all food stamp applicants at its downtown 
office. 
CLASSIFIED 
Rates: Students, Faculty and Clubs— 7 1/2c per word. 
Commercial 10c per word. 
Rates for larger ads on request 
To Place Your Want Ad, Dial SK 9-3521, Ext. 278 for an Ad Taker 
LANGUAGE INSTRUCTIONS 
In Italian, German, and Russian by an 
experienced teacher holding degrees 
from European Universities, 
(University per gli Stranieri Perugia 
and Pisa-Italy and Universitit Wien 
/Vienna], Innsbruck, Austria, as well 
as USA Institutions.—Convient 
Student rates. Call Prof. Ed. F. 
Kossova. Phone: JU 4-4939. program 
and I took the liberty of mentioning 
ANTIQUES 
Antiques, clo thes, tapestries, 
Parish Prints, b ocks, and rugs. 
Carriage House; 3620 6th Ave. SK 
2-6884, 9 am-9p m. 
WANTED: 
A typist on Work Study to work for 
the UPS TRAIL. Interesting work, 
good hours in dynamic surroundings. 
Apply :ilowie Parker TRAIL office, Ex 
278. 
no 
ISTAMPS1  
L 
SUBA 
Make some money during this 
time of financial stress! Bring all 
of your old books to SUBA and 
have them sold for you at YOUR 
price! 
SUBA is the student operated 
bookstore designed to give you 
the best prices whether you are 
buying or selling your books. 
Unfortunately it is not effective if 
students do not bring books in for 
others to buy. So do yourself and 
others a favor ... bring your 
books, list a price for them, and 
leave the selling to our efficient 
staff. 
You will receive the price that 
you asked for, less 10% (to cover 
operating expenses); this is more 
than you could ever even wish for 
from the UPS Bookstore. 
If you wish to beat the 
outrageous book costs, wait a day 
or so to buy your books, and keep 
checking with SUBA. Chances are 
that the books you need will be 
there sometime during the week. 
Remember, even one SUBA book 
may save you up to $3.00 or 
$4.00! 
SUBA will be in operation 
through February 9 from 9-5 in 
SUB 9. Take advantage of this 
ideal situation and do it soon! 
JAN TRYON 
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The TRAIL, under the astute direction of Editor 011ie and in harmonious concert with R.F. and Little T, establishes this SUPER-TATTLER, a 
news feature designed to give a comprehensive and authoritative answer to the perenniel question of what's happening. 
This service to be of maximum benefit must not be seen as taking away the primary responsibility for seeing that a given individual's affairs are 
covere d. That responsibility still lies with the individual producer of an affair. Copy deadline is 9:00 a.m. Wednesday morning. Forms are 
available from Howie (Assistant Chief to the Chief Chief) in the TRAIL office. 
...o.g..9-KoKow,11040% 
TRI—DEL TA 
SCHOLARSHIP 
The annual Delta Delta Delta 
Service Projects Scholarship 
Competition will be held at UPS 
through March 1, 1971. 
All full-time undergraduate 
women students on this campus 
are eligible to apply for the 
scholarships. 
Applicants should be 
well-qualified students showing 
promise of valuable service in 
their chosen field and future 
communities. Academic record,  
contribution to campus life and 
financial need are also considered. 
Tri-Deltas at UPS will grant 
one award of $300. The local 
winner will automatically be 
eligible for one of the $1,000 
awards to be made by the Delta 
Delta Delta national Service 
Projects Fund. 
Application forms are available 
from the Dean of Women (Mrs. 
Mary Curran) and must be 
completed on or before March 1, 
1971.  
7't40K0-$.40,449,K0x0-x-ax-0-.4.-0)4.4 
Six people are needed to tutor 
youth on parole once a week. 
The ages of the parolees range 
from 13 to 17. 
If interested contact the Dean 
of Students Office in the Student 
Center. This is a new program. 
Auditions will be held this 
Friday, February 5, from 9-5 for 
male and female vocalists who can 
also dance. 
The auditions will be for a rock 
opera to be presented by the 
Seattle Opera opening in late 
April and running for three weeks. 
Persons interested in 
auditioning should call Terry 
Morris at the Seattle Opera (MU 
2 -8131) for an appointment. 
The GI—Airmen Coalition 
announces that on Feb. 8 at 7 pm 
they will present a radio show of 
general interest on the subject of 
"Dissent and the Military." 
According to a spokesman, 
"It's the GIs turn to talk about 
the GI-Airman Coalition, 
conscientious objection, and 
military injustice." 
The program will be aired on 
KRAB-FM radio, 1075. 
4-40%.6,14.9w-0*-40v.omost.obudompfto 
A hearing on the bills pending 
which give aid to higher education 
has been scheduled for 7:00 pm 
Tuesday, February 9 in Olympia. 
It is tentatively scheduled for 
in the house chambers. 
Students are invited to attend 
the hearing and argue for the bills. 
Contact Dale Bailey's office for 
more information. 
"Back A Brother" wants and 
needs help from every individual 
on this campus. Whether that 
means posting a sign in your 
window or selling some buttons or 
hammering together a display 
booth at the Tacoma Mall isn't 
really important. What is 
important is that everyone do 
their part in raising scholarship 
money for those college-bound 
students who need it most. 
x49.6449-K42,colczoKoKeow49,49,4.6.,44 
Howie J. Parker is looking for 
a sweet young thing to serve him 
ham sandwiches and root beer 
in the TRAIL office. 
KeTA,49.1‘0,4457,..9,44"447.4.914.6.0.4914.4 ralenal 
FEBRUARY CALENDAR 
	
4 	 —Spring term begins 
—Junior and Senior registration 
	
5 	 —Sophomore and Frosh registration 
Basketball, UPS at Portland State 
	
6 	 —Wrestling, PLU at UPS 
Swimming, WSU at UPS 
6-14 —International Graphic Art Exhibit, Kil-
worth Chapel and Tacoma Mall 
	
8 	 —Classes begin 
*—Basketball, Athletes in Action at UPS, 
8 p.m. 
9 *—Piano Concert, David Kaiserman, Jacob-
sen Recital Hall, 8 p.m. 
10 *—"Oh, What a Lovely War!" University 
Theatre, 8 p.m. 
11 *—Film: "America on the Edge of Abun-
dance," Kilworth Chapel, 7 p.m. 
11, 13, 19, 25, 27—"The Bacchae," University The-
atre, 8 p.m. 
	
12 	 —Last day to add or enter a course 
Wrestling, UPS at Pacific Univ. 
Swimming, UPS at Univ. of Idaho 
Robert Pendergrast, organist, Jacobsen 
Recital Hall, 8:15 p.m. 
12-14 —Parents' Weekend 
12, 18, 20, 26—"Oh What a Lovely War!" University 
Theatre, 8 p.m. 
13 —Campus-wide open house, 1 to 4 p.m. 
—Saturday seminar, CBS 
—Basketball, Portland State at UPS, 
8 p.m. 
Swimming, UPS at Univ. of Montana 
—Faculty Art Preview, University Cham-
ber Orchestra, Kittredge, 8 p.m. 
*—Workshop on the American Indian, 
Howarth Hall, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
14 —Wrestling, UPS at Lewis & Clark 
*—Parents' Concert, 133rd Army Band, 
Kilworth Chapel, 2 p.m. 
	
15 	 —Basketball, St. Martin's at UPS, 8 p.m. 
17 —UPS - Tacoma Symphony, Eugene Isto- 
min, Temple Theatre, 8:30 p.m. 
—Basketball, Seattle Pacific College at 
UPS, 8 p.m. 
18 *—Political speaker, Chet Huntley, on cam-
pus all day—Wilson H.S. Aud., 8 p.m. 
	
19 	
—Mike Lobberegt, pianist, Jacobsen Re- 
cital Hall, 8:15 p.m. 
—Swimming, Simon Fraser at UPS 
Didit You Hear? 
The Ultimate 
Audio-Visual Experience 
gammumm 
It Blasts Your Ears ... Plays Tricks On Your Eyes 
And It Leaves You Out Of Your Mind! 
Sherwood International 
Didit You Hear? The First Completely Electronically Scored Motion Picture! Experience Sounds And Sensations You Never Have Before 
Produced And Directed By Skip Sherwood 
sue„ q Dennis Christopher • Cheryl Waters • John Kauffman 
Starts Thursday, FEB. 11 at Tacoma 
Mall Theatre 
One Week Only! 
WIDE SCREEN TECHNISCOPE AND TECHNICOLOR 
GP ALL AGES ADMI 4TTED 4•A • 1 
